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About This Game

Introduction

Watch out is intended to be an "I got to kill 5-10 minutes somehow"-game. It is an arcade racing game where your only
objective is to get as high a score as possible on a random generated map.

Gameplay

There is no complex mechanics that you need to learn before being able to master the game. The only objective is to get the
highest score possible. When playing the game, you will soon see how the car behaves while driving. If you drive too fast during
a turn, the car will most likely spin out which could cause you to lose the time left or hit a pedestrian. By playing the game, you

might end up being one hell of a drifter but be aware: The day can turn to night which makes visibility worse so be careful.

Key Bindings

Accelerate: W or Arrow Up
Deaccelerate: S or Arrow Down
Steering Left: A or Arrow Left

Steering Right: D or Arrow Right
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Handbrake: Space
Toggle Headlights: L

Quick Restart: R

Upcoming

There will be implemented a leaderboard in a upcoming patch. This will make it possible for you to compare your scores with
others! There will also come a multiplayer 1v1 mode.
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Title: Watch Out
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Noctecraft Entertainment
Publisher:
Noctecraft Entertainment
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GT 540

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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my favorite character i always played during the good ol days of kf. Very exciting and challenging. Worth a try!

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=783177005

tips:
-Running decreases your food.
-Food has a level of freshness, eating food with low freshness will damage your health.
-Cooking food at any freshness level will produce cooked food at 100% freshness.
-Spend your days AND nights during the summer months collecting resources for surviving the winter.

Just remember that Crossworlds is in Alpha. There are some things that need to be worked on and developed more. but the
game at the moment does not have any obvious game killing bugs and it is in a very playable state.. Game works great on Linux
Mint 19 (GeForce GTX 960M). So far did not see any bugs in game. It's not a bad game, but to be honest, I become bored in it
very fast. When I have first people on mars, I seen everything in this game. And that happen very fast. Later all goal is to make
them happy and get all resources. And that becomes boring. Especially, because people in this game are not astronauts, but I
would call them princesses. I want this, I want that, or I will kill myself or stop working. When main goal in this game become
dealing with these princesses, it's become annoying very fast. And later all game is about getting new technologies, which not
gives anything new. Most of them just upgrade work efficiency of current buildings. I miss in this game some bigger goal. Some
cool rocket or mega construction. Or, at least, like in Cities: Skylines, where new buildings are available after reaching some
population count. But here I see everything at the beginning. And there are not much to build. And I can't even say that it's
beautiful to watch. All these wires and pipes ruin everything. Almost like their primary objective is to make them less
defenseless against meteors and storms. Let's say, that I feel, like it's missing something.. after i completed my list of chores
mother gave to me, i wake up in the middle of the night to find her dissapeared and daddy Krampus standing in the middle of
her room. the rest of the night i spent lookin for her stoopid\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cuz daddy krampus dont pay no
child support and raw dogged it. 10\/10. wouldn't bang again.. A love letter to the Japanese RPG final fantasy battle systems.
Looks gorgeous and sounds great. A very impressive maiden voyage for Juncture Media.. mech warrior living legends but with
an amazing feel...kinda. Very good game to introduce new people to VR.

Nice tactical gameplay and fast-paced.
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Simply put, it is a clicker + tower defense game. I have played most of the first campaign, and there are many more campaigns
once you complete. Like others have said it is pretty repetitive; although, there are new unlocks every couple levels to keep it
somewhat engaging. I think there is a story... Overall I picked this up because I saw a friend buy it during a sale. It is nothing
special but if you can pick up discounted it is definitely worth an hour or so.. It's a shame.
This game has a decent style to it and a lot of assets,
which look okay IMO. However, horrible controls,
technical issues and awful menus make it unplayable.

If you scroll over my avatar, you might see that I'm playing this game right now.
I'm not, it's stuck, or well - one of the THREE processes, used by title, is stuck in background, even after I quit the game.

When you start the game you will be greeted by something that should represent interactive menu.
However, this menu is so bad that you have to mouse-over things and take a step back, try to figure out
what button does what and then finally start to play this game. Okay, I may have overstated that one, but
it's quite close to that feeling. So many elements trying to grab your focus, hiding away important info,
blending in with background, using bad colors ... ugh.

Same thing goes for tutorial area, which is supposed to show you the controls.
It shows labels that are sometimes hard to see, due to the blending with background behind them.
Tutorial itself focuses rather on level dangers and leaves out couple of important things ...

Finally, most critical "off" in my opinion is definitely bad collision coding.
I couldn't run 5 meters without getting stuck to random objects on map.
Maps themselves are also somewhat blending too much, enough that I don't really
know will I die if I jump on something.

I feel like developer should take a step back and try to solve all the issues.
It might end up as a funny runner game, or whatever genre it claims to be.

Right now it just looks like a title that has it all, but is not polished nearly enough
to be enjoyable.
. very challenging and soooo hard but its nice work. Old game still has what you need in a Warhammer 40k RTS... can't scale to
modern resolutions but even in a window it's as good as I remember. "FOR THE EMPEROR!". It's like Warthunder... But on
acid
. Bought this and regret it. Nothing explicitly wrong, but a bit too much micromanagement and too fast paced for me. Also very
repetitive, so it's closer to a time management game than a building or 4x game.

Obviously haven't gone very far yet, so maybe it would change.. It's a kind of Magic Flute
It's a kind of Magic Flute
A kind of Magic Flute - no way
One dream, one soul, one prize
One goal, one golden glance of what should be
It's a kind of Magic Flute\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. A really short experience and a bit
rough on the edges but still a nice conceptual game.. Stay in window mode, and you'll have a great time runnning amok in
Zombit world. This game satisfied both my inner NES, and my desire to roam free in a sandbox world. Arcade shooter action
mixed with just the right amount of exploration makes this game great fun (poised to be super fun, when the bugs are
overcome--and they will be, so no complaints). This game gave me the same warm feeling of Xmas morning happiness that I got
from the retro style Dead Pixels. It's not quite Zombies Ate My Neighbors, but what is?
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